
K2 TANK
by Friis & Moltke



DESCRIPTION
K2 Tank is the new storage range, presenting exciting personal 
features as OSB and power supply. The personal cupboard is placed 
on the sides, and therefore has a handle-free side-opening. The 
door is elegantly opened by pulling in the top of the front. Opened, 
the cupboard has no top-shelf, as this is proven to make the user 
leave papers on the top. As a result, the cupboard will not always be 
closed at the end of working-day, leaving a visual messy expression 
in open space...

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Cabinet: Black, grey or white

Front: Black/grey/white, K2 Colors (standard), OSB, 

DRAWINGS

MEASUREMENTS:
H80/110 x D80/90 x W42cm

MIKKEL BAHR, FRIIS & MOLTKE

Friis & Moltke is a modern drawing studio, which 
was founded in 1954 and has been among the lead-
ing Danish architectural firms .

Mikke Bahr is a partner of Friis & Moltke, and 
responsible for the design department.

The studios results are created through cooperation 
, both with clients and partners , and internally at 
design studios , with a sensible balance between 
function, aesthetics and economy - added a good 
dose of originality.

DESIGN
Friis & Moltke (2012)

WARRANTY & SUSTAINABILITY:
Corian can be granulated and reused. Metal 
parts can be re-cycled. Wood and laminate are 
eco-friendly, and can be recycled. Plastic fittings 
can be re-used.

There are 5 years warranty on manufacturering 
defects on all standard products (standard sizes, 
shapes, materials). The warranty does not cover 
fabric, leather, special or customer own materials. 
Normal tear and wear is not covered by warranty. 
Warranty for lamps is 2 years.
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HEADQUARTER // SHOWROOM
JENSENplus
Frederiksdalvej 8
DK-8940 Randers SV
T: +45 5363 0000
info@jensenplus.dk
www.jensenplus.dk

JENSENplus - This documentation and the products and designations therein are protected by law, 
including the 
Danish Copyright Act, Trademark Act and Marketing 
Practices Act, and may not be used without prior written 
authority from JENSENplus. Legal proceedings may be instituted against any parties breaching the 
rights of 
JENSENplus.


